First Time in Indian Railways...

North Central Railway will run newly introduced AC 3- Tier Economy Coaches in Train No. 02403 (Prayagraj-Jaipur Express). This train will start from Prayagraj on 06.09.2021 and from Jaipur on 07.09.2021. Bookings have been opened from today.

More facilities for passengers

- Provision of AC ducting with individual vents for all berths.
- Improved passenger conveniences like- foldable snack tables, holders for water bottles, mobile phone & magazines.
- Individual reading lights and mobile charging points for each berths.
- Improved and modular design of seats and berths for more comfort.
- Lower fare compared to existing 3A class coaches.
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Ambience and ease of access

- Provision of ergonomic Entrance.
- Illuminated berth indicators berth numbers.
- Improved fire security with provision of world benchmark for materials.
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More Convenience & Comfort for Divyangyjan

- Provision for enabling entrance and compartment with wheelchair access.
- Provision of friendly toilet with wheelchair access.
- Improved design of seats and berths for more comfort and convenience.
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